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Introduction

2 Requirements

1.1 Notes

2.1 Use requirements

a.

This standard explains requirements
about the use of various road markings
that include areas of hatching or
chevrons.

b.

See standard DS.300 for general
requirements about the use of traffic
signs and road markings, including sign
sizes and lighting.

a. No chevron or hatched road marking
should be used with the Highway. (see
note 1 for a list of included traffic signs).
Use will always require a level 1 departure
to ensure that there is legitimate safety
need that could not be otherwise
addressed (see note 2).

1.2

Discussion

a.

Various road markings within the TSRGD
include areas of hatching. Rather than
being something that can be added to
other lines, these are part of a composite
assembly. They are sometimes used to
draw attention to potential hazards or add
emphasis to lanes and divisions.

b.

Similar to most traffic signs in the
TSRGD, there is no statutory requirement
to introduce these markings. Designers
will usually choose to introduce them to
support some statutory duty (such as the
promotion of road safety or the
expeditious movement of traffic).

c.

Whilst they can be beneficial on high
speed roads where significant advanced
warning of lane divisions and obstruction
is required, they are seldom necessary in
lower speed urban areas where they
contribute
significantly
to
clutter
(undermining quality of place) and may
serve to distract road users from other
important lines and signs. With the
majority of streets in borough now having
20mph restrictions, use should be
avoided.
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Note 1: The above requirement applies to
TSRGD diagrams 1040, 1040.2, 1040.3,
1040.4, 1041, 1041.1, 1042 1042.1, 1013,
1013.1, 1013.3 and 1013.4.
Note 2: This includes to taper build ups to
traffic islands or footway build outs, and to
ghost medians and reservations.

2.2

Design requirements

a. Where chevron and hatched road
markings are permitted then arrangements
will be agreed on a case specific basis
with approving officer.
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